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Adding Numbers 
Within 1,000 
Math Board Game 



Move 
ahead 2 
spaces 

Lose a 
turn 

Go back 
1 space 

Lose a 
turn 

Go  
back 2 
spaces 

Move 
ahead 2 
spaces 

Go back 
1 space 

Lose a 
turn 
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You 
Win! 

Move 
ahead 3 
spaces 

Start 
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Question 
In the first game of the 
football season, Henry ran 
94 yards.  In the second 
game, he ran 65 yards.  
How many yards did he 
run in all? 
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Question 
The truck is loaded with 
boxes of shoes and shirts.  
There are 127 boxes of 
shoes and 9 boxes of 
shirts.  How many boxes 
are in the truck 
altogether? 

Question 
Jack and Jill are driving to 
their grandmother’s 
house.  Jack drives the 
first 205 miles and Jill 
drives the next 88 miles.  
How many miles did they 
drive in total? 

Question 
The flight to New York 
takes 318 minutes each 
way.  If Annie flies to and 
from New York, how many 
minutes will she fly in all? 

Question 
Molly is training for a 
marathon.  On Monday 
she runs 485 meters and 
on Tuesday she runs 565 
meters.  How many 
meters did she run in 
total? 

Question 
Martin is shopping for 
some new furniture.  He 
spends $697 on a sofa 
and $484 on an armchair.  
How much money did 
Martin spend altogether? 



Question 
In 3rd grade, Thomas read 
25 fiction books, 17 non-
fiction books, and 9 
picture books.  How many 
books did he read in 
total? 
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Question 
A zoo has a reptiles 
exhibit.  There are 64 
snakes, 48 iguanas, and 
89 lizards.  What is the 
total number of reptiles in 
the exhibit? 

Question 
This week, Carly made 
$105 selling lemonade, 
$62 selling cookies, and 
$197 selling potato chips.  
How much money did 
she make in all this week? 

Question 
Bob’s mother is throwing 
a big birthday party.  She 
needs to buy 239 
balloons, 308 streamers, 
and 344 invitations.  How 
many items does she 
need to purchase 
altogether? 

Question 
The Kindergarten 
classroom has 59 red 
crayons, 174 blue 
crayons, 88 green 
crayons, and 125 yellow 
crayons.  How many 
crayons do they have in 
all? 

Question 
At a concert, there are 
three levels of seats.  
There are 467 seats in the 
first level, 359 seats in the 
second level, and 126 
seats in the third level.  
How many seats are 
there in total? 



Question 
Brandon spent $23 on 
vegetables and $45 on 
fruits at the grocery store.  
Estimate the total amount 
he spent by rounding 
each addend to its 
highest place value. 
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Question 
During the first week, 
Victor practiced for 129 
minutes.  During the 
second week, he 
practiced for 247 minutes.  
Estimate the total number 
of minutes he practiced 
by rounding each 
addend to its highest 
place value. 

Question 
Hannah read for 38 
minutes on Saturday and 
171 minutes on Sunday. 
Estimate the total number 
of minutes she read by 
rounding each addend 
to its highest place value.  

Question 
Diana is training for a 
swimming race.  She 
swam 318 feet, then took 
a break, and then swam 
584 more feet. Estimate 
the total number of feet 
she swam by rounding 
each addend to its 
highest place value. 

Question 
At a wedding, there are 
409 men, 267 women, 
and 33 children. Estimate 
the total number of 
people at the wedding 
by rounding each 
addend to its highest 
place value. 

Question 
In the end of year 
performance, there were 
525 singers, 271 actors, 
and 189 dancers. 
Estimate the total number 
of people in the 
performance by rounding 
each addend to its 
highest place value. 



Question 
On Halloween, James got 
69 M&Ms and 38 Kit Kats.  
Ken got 42 M&Ms and 78 
Kit Kats.  Who got more 
M&Ms and Kit Kats in 
total? 
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Question 
Nancy walked 394 meters 
on Thursday and 97 
meters on Friday.  Olivia 
walked 78 meters on 
Thursday and 402 meters 
on Friday.  Who walked 
more meters in total on 
Thursday and Friday? 

Question 
At the store, Ian’s family 
spent $129 on shirts and 
$233 on pants.  Larry’s 
family spent $308 on shirts 
and $75 on pants.  Whose 
family spent more money 
in total?  

Question 
Last year, Peter spent 611 
minutes travelling by car 
and 259 minutes travelling 
by bus.  This year, he 
spent 588 minutes 
travelling by car and 324 
minutes travelling by bus.  
Which year did he spend 
more minutes travelling? 

Question 
This week, Riley practiced 
piano for 407 minutes and 
violin for 468 minutes.  Last 
week, she practiced 
piano for 474 minutes and 
violin for 412 minutes.  On 
which instrument did she 
spend more minutes 
practicing over the past 
two weeks? 

Question 
A grocery store sold $785 
of chicken and $232 of 
beef last week.  This 
week, it sold $169 of 
chicken and $765 of 
beef.  Which type of 
meat did it make more 
money from over the past 
two weeks? 



Question 
Sam buys a soda and a 
pretzel at the movie 
theater.  The soda weighs 
58 more grams than the 
pretzel.  If the pretzel 
weighs 46 grams, how 
much does the soda 
weigh? 
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Question 
It takes Tamara 15 
minutes to do the dishes.  
It takes her 38 more 
minutes to clean her 
room than to do the 
dishes.  How many 
minutes does it take 
Tamara to clean her  
room? 

Question 
Mr. Smith made the class 
do 125 more jumping 
jacks on Monday than on 
Tuesday.  They did 95 
jumping jacks on Tuesday.  
How many jumping jacks 
did they do on Monday? 

Question 
Violet jogged 549 more 
meters on Friday than on 
Saturday.  If she jogged 
87 meters on Saturday, 
how many meters did she 
jog on Friday? 

Question 

Using the table below,  
what is the total number 
of baseball and soccer 
players?  

Question 
There are 404 more 
basketball players than 
hockey players.  How 
many basketball players 
are there? 

Sport& Number&of&players&

Baseball" 609"

Hockey" 184"

Soccer" 287"

Golf" 217"

Sport& Number&of&players&

Baseball" 609"

Hockey" 184"

Soccer" 287"

Golf" 217"


